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THE INDICATOR .
At the time Watt invented the steam engine there was but little
known of the laws governing steam. In a general v/ay he knew the
source whence his pov/er came and that it exerted a force against the
piston of his engine. He had no way of measuring the pov/er de-
livered by his engine except by comparison with the horses v/hich it
iisplaced and this could only bo done after the v/ork had been p©r-
Porm.ed. But the net v/ork accomplished gave him no conception of
the gross v/ork exerted by the piston, consequently he v/as ignorant
of the frictional resistances of the m.oving parts. Watt invented
a crude instrument for recording the pressure of the steam against
the piston throughout the stroke. He so fully realized the im-
port'aice of the indicator in developing his steam engine that he
kept its existancs a secret until a short, time before his d^ath.
Early in the history of steam engineering, it was found that
the long tremulous spring and slow m.oving paper slide of the Yl'att
indicator v/ould not respond promptly to the movements of the piston,
there was a demand for a better i':Strur:ent v/hich McNaught supplied
by making the penci' miction of the Watt indicator lighter and subst-
ituting a paper drum for the slide. This newer instrument inef-
ficient as it would seem to-day m.arked the second era in steam
engineering. The knov/ledge obtained through its use was a prominent
factor in redesigning steam, parts and pipe-areas and tended to in-
crease the rotative of the steam engine thus giving greater pov/er
for a given cost.
_<-> 777—

As engine speeds and steam pressures v/ere increased a need for
a "better instrument was felt and numerous attempts v/ere made to
jj
supply this demand 7/ithout success until Mr, Chas. T. Porter as-
tonished the engineering world with his theories of high rotative
peed in engineering which he had already reduced to a practice.
jj
Here was another demand for change in indicator practice as impara-
tive as any v/hich preceded it a demand v/hich insisted upon a dis-
tinctly different type of instrument. . Prof. Chas. B. Richards be-
came interested in Mr. Porter's v/ork and his want for a better in-
dicator. He decided to make one and for the first time in the
history of this little instrument mathematical calculations assisted
in its design. Retaining only the piston of the Watt indicator and
the drum of the McNaught, he Degan work. The long spring was ab-
ondaned and one much shorter and stronger was substituted, a larger
piston with shorter stroke displaced the old, the new pencil movement,
much lighter, was given an increased trav-el by means of multiplying I
levers , and the curved lines described by the multiplying levers was I
made straight by an ingenious parallel motion. The name of Richards
will always rank with Corliss and Porter as inventor and pioneer in
steam engine construction.
The .greatest impulse ever given in steam engine construction
came tlirough the Richards indicator. Mr. Porter's success in high
speeds at which the Richards indicator refused to respond and the
various types now on the market came forth. In all these more
modern indicators are used are used the larger piston, strong spring
and multiplying levers. The mechanism of the newer instruments
differ from the Richards principally in parallel motion v/hich is
much lighter and better adapted to high speeds.
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When ever stean engines of any type have oeen built, the in-
dicator has been the engineers guide. Every advance in construct ioii
tending to better steam distribution has been the result of its
teachings. It has not only improved ateam engineering but is the
standard for msasurementSK- of steaTn power.
In all parts of the v/orld where the steam engine has promoted
industrial growth and encouraged civilization the little steam
engine indicator is knov/n.
There is not a branch of steam enginesring 7/hich has not felt
Its influence and responded to its teachings.
ihere are two essential movements in the steam engine indicator,
first, that of the piston, which is exposed to spring resistance and
atmospheric pressure on one side and steam pressure on the other,
(second, that of the paper on the card drum, which takes its motion
in one direction from the cross head or any other part of the engine
noving coincidently with the piston and is returned by the spring.
The movements are at right angles and v;hen made in unison pro-
duce an indicator card. The steam resisting springs are accurately
piade to scale so that each inch of piston movement represents a
given pressure in pounds per square inch on the engine's piston.
The principal difference in the construction of the indicator
now lies in the multiplying device and mechanism for giving parallel
motion of the pencil
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COMPARISON OF THREE ST/ND/.RD FORMS.
A series of tests v/ere run "by Mr. E. J. V/illis to ascertain if
there were any radical differences in the record of the Thompson,
Tabor and Crosby indicators at moderately high speeds. The in-
struments were not specially prepared by the manufactures but were
those usually supplied to the public. The engine upon v/hich they
were placed v/as an 8X12 Ball Engine running an Edison dynamo. One
Thom.pson, one Tabor and two Crosby indicators were used in order to
obtain symmetry, care being taken to have same length, size and
form of connecting pipes. An iron brumbo pulley carried the chords
all of the same length. The springs v/ere adjusted to as nearly
the same length as possible. A special apparatus was made for the
simultaneous application and release of the pencil points. The ac-
companying table shov/s the results of the tests.
All the cards in appearance look very much alike and the vari-
ation in horse power as given by the different indicators is no
doubt easily accounted for by the various unavoidable errors likely,
even v/hen using duplicate instruments, such as plahimeter inaccura-
cies and slight differences in lubrication of indicator pistons.
After the tests the springs were tested and corrections applied to
above results.
It v/ould appear from these experiments that if care were
taken to see if the drum motion v/as as it should be, the relative
advantages and disadvantages of the instruments v/ould be mainly ones
of facility rather than of accuracy.
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IMDICATOR AND DYNAIuOMETER.
In the construction of large pov;or plants and accurate knowledge
3f the amount of pov/er absorlDed is not only desirable but is essential
Lo economy and efficiency. If the pov/er is not knov/n the engine or
|
Lotor provided ray prove incapable of driving the v/ork or on the
bther hand, the power provided nay be largely in excess of that re-
Duired. In either case there is an unnecessary expense ji-in the
first case in remedying the evil, in the second case in the daily ex-
penditure of fuel for excess of pov/er.
Many empirical formulae have been suggested for the required
bower, based upon several assiir.pt i ons , such as velocity and v/idth of
iriving belt, but they are by no means reliable.
The only reliable method of determining this transm.ission of
power is by the use of some form of dynamom.eter
,
by v/hich we mean
an instrument for measuring the power exerted by a prime mover or the
Amount of pov/er transmitted to a machine.
j
By means of an indicator we are able to determine all of the
fluctuations of pressure and of volume of steam in the working cyl-
inder and the gross v/ork performed by the transfer of heat energy,
iirhile by the dynamometer v/e determine the net work of the engine;
and the pov/er available at the engine shaft for useful . application.
The difference betv/een these two quantities is the measure of
Lost energy and v/asted pov/er due to the resistance of the machine

'itself, the sum of the fractional r?Gistance , and the oack pressure
on the exhaust side of the piston.
II
Dynamometers are of tv/o kinds;- fraction "brakes, sometimes '
called ahsorptioii dynamoneters and transmission dynamometers. In
the former class, the energy given out by a machine is used to v/ork
against some frictional resistance, in v/hich case energy is converted
'linto heat, and in the second class, the energy is transm.itted through
some form of m.echanism which registers the force used in doing useful
work.
GIDDINGS TRACTION RECORDING DYNAl.:or;ETiIR.
I
The biddings dynam.om.eter shown in figure 8^ page 8, consists
'of a pair of elliptical steel springs joined at the ends, having
proper attachment at each end for load and engine. To one of the
springs is attached a dial plate having graduation on it; to the
opposite spring, by means of an adjustable connection, the pointer is
attached and has an extension past the pivoted point of the arm v/hich
jholds the pencil K. A pin in the opposite end of this pointer ex-
,
tends through above and below. The top end works in the slot in
|
the averaging hand D. The lower end of the pin strikes the pointer
E. and carries it up to the point of greatest tension where it re-
mains,
'i
To the first of these springs is -.ttached a mechanism driven
by a spring v/hich rotates the spool Ai this can be stopped and
[started by means of a lever working in a slot.
|
The paper is properly ruled to correspond to the scale of the
instrument and v/ound on a v/ooden roller. It then passes under a
{
finger over a plate and is v/ound on a spool A. both spools are

Giddings Traction Dynainometer.

easily taken off by depressing a thumb piece which serves to hold
the paper in position. The pointer C servos to record the pull
exerted on the moving paper^ by means of the pencil K. indicating
the same on the dial. The dials are graduated by actual loads.
The drum may be arranged to be operated by a wheel in contact
with the ground, then the abscissa will be proportional to the
apace traveled over and the area will represent the work done.
TRANSMISSION DYNAi:OMET:;,R.
Transmission dynamometers are of different types, the object in-
each case being to measure the power which is received without ab-
sorbing any greater portion than is necessary to move the dynamometer.
ihey all consist of a set of pulleys or gear wheels, so arranged
that they may be placed between the prime movers and the machinery
to be driven, v/hile the pov/er that is transmitted is generally
measured by the flexure of springs or by tendency to rotate a set of
,
gears which may be resisted by a lever.
Early in engine testing, it v/as discovered that the forces were
not always uniform in their action but act intermittently. Hence,
for great variations in force the ordinary indicating dynamometer la
very uncertain in its results. For this reason recording and re-
gistering dynamometers were devised, first by Poncelet and applied
by Morrin.
The arrangement of the dynamometer used by Morrin is essentially
as follows: Upon a shaft is keyed a belt wheel, and two loose run-
ning v/heels. By the first, the pov/er of the motor is transferred
to the shaft from which by means of one of the loose pulleys, it is
transmitted to the machine v/hose work we v/ish to determine.
As long as the belt runs on the loose pully there is no motion

1^
of the shaft or machine. When the bolt is shifted to the >» jyed
pulley the machine starts. One of the loose v/heels is fastened to
the shaft by means of four flat springs.
Now if force be applied by a belt to turn the
pulljr and if resistance to its turning is pro-
duced by a fixed pulley on a shaft, from which
some machine is driven by tho belting, the spring
C will be deflected into nev/ positions G' an I
amount proportional to the force, and the fixed pulley will then re-
volve driving the machine to show the amount of power transmitted
and any variation that may occur in the power, a pencil is attached
to the rim of the pulley or to a post having an equivalent motion
and a recording device, consisting of a series of gear wheels
actuated by a spiral threaded sleeve on the axis, causes a band of
paper to move radially under the pencil. The recording apparatus
can be stopped or started at v/ill, v/ithout interferring with the
motion of the machinery by causing the loose sleeve to engage with
a lug on the shaft.
To find the value of the ordinates in pounds , the dynamometer
must be calibrated; this may be done by a dead pull of given
weight against the springs, thus obtaining the deflections for a
given force; or bettor connect a Prony brake to the rim of the
fixed wheel and make a series of runs with different loads on the
i brake and find the corresponding values of the ordinates on the
cards.
BELT DYNMOllETBR.
Prof, Hartig v/ho has made a very large number of dynamometrical
experiments
,
quotes tv/elve per cent as loss by friction for the
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Instrument which he Employed in his very extensive practice and which
he himself designed. The loss by friction cannot however roinain
j|
constant under varying loads, so a satisfactory correction is pract-
||tcally impossible, since the amount of friction depends upon so many
conditions.
In a dynamometer designed by Mr, Donat Banki , it has been the
•bject to eliminate as much as possible the faults of existing in-
struments. The dynamometer shovm i-^ mounted cuts. Fig. 1.2.3. and
I
4 page 12, as follows;- A shaft is fixed to tv/o standards and
' carries two double pulleys. Over these pulleys a strap passes by ,
means of a guide roller. The frame which carries the guide roller
also carries a cross head, v/hich may be shifted in the frame by means
of a screw spindle and nut for the purpose of tightening the belt.
The weight of the frame and its fittings rests upon the edge which
forms an extension of the lever. At the long free end of the lever
is suspended a v/eight which more than balances the weight resting
on the edge, the surplus being carried by the Indicator springs.
The registering apparatus is mounted on the standard and consists
of a endless band of paper on tv/o rolls which are pressed together
! by a screw. The diagram is drawn by the indicator pencil on one
of the rolls. The other is dravm by rreans of a worm and v/orm wheel,
from a counter shaft driven from one of the pulleys by means of a
cord.
The action of the dynamometer is as follov/s: we assume one
I
of the pulleys driven from the main shaft v/hile the other pulley
carries the belt which transmits the power to the machine, the con-
sumption of power ^7hich is to be measured. It v/ill be understood
that as soon as motion commences , the tension in the upper and lower
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. parts of tho dynamometer strap "becomes different to v/hat they v/ere
j
while at rest. The moments of these strains act upon lever tending
to turn it about its center.
Any depression upon the spring are registered by the pencil of
Ij
the indicator upon th paper.
j
There is a zero pointer which is set for no work, everytime the
dynamometer strap is regulated for tension ,
A HYDRAULIC DYNAI.,Oiv:ETSR .
This machine v;as invented by Plather and constructed at Purdue
I University in 1894-95 , has been in use since September . 1895. Tv/o
cylanders are fastened diametrically opposite each other to adouble
yoke, which in turn is fastened to a hollow shaft. Each cylinder
Is connected to the center of the shaft by the hollow tubing and
[.ground joint. The cylinders are rotated; that is, the shaft is
rotated by the pull of the driving oelt on the loose pulley tending
j
to force th9 brass pistons to the bottom of the cylinders. The shaft
and cylinders are full of oil, and any fluctuation of power between
I
the receiving and the delivering pulleys, is shown in pounds on the
gauge to the right and an indicator card on the left hand. The oil
flows around the bearing giving good lubrication, and is kept from
leakage by means of the stuffing box.
By a number of interchangeable gears, the paper has different
speeds, which is of much importance in taking cards v/here sudden
changes of resistance appear^
In v/orking up the cards the area and length are m.easured accu-
rately and the mean hight is obtained. This mean hight is converted
into mean pressure by calibrating the machine and finding the value
of the resisting spring under the casting.

The recording device designed to '^ive a straight line motion nt
the end of the pencil arm, a bronze point and metallic surfaced paper,
no flexible material such as cup leather, is used in the cylanders k
and the pistonc fit loosely enough to reduce the friction to a min-
imum.
When the oil runs low it is easily replenished by a pump in the
rear to insure the pencil returning each time to the same line v/here
the load is removed a constant pressure is put on the spring when
against the stop. A stationary bronze point is set to record this
line and all measurements are taken from it. The zero line is below
the base line, distance readily determined when the scale of the
spring is knov/n. In its use the dynamometer has possibly been more
I'
;
accurate when operated by differences, that is a card is taken with
the machine v/ith the machine in motion without cutting, then a card
following v/ith the machine in operation. The difference in the cards
is evidently due to the action of the tool.
RECORDING PRESSURE LtAUGES .
When the recording pressure gauge was first introduced some 20
years ago, it v/as primarily for the purpose of effecting economy
and incidentally, saftey in the operation of steam boilers in con-
nection v/ith steam engines, but since that time inmurmerable other
uses of steam have come to be benefitted and have given other argu-
ments and illustrations of the value of recording gauge, so that
when steam is used its records are necessery for the best results.
As far as the generation of steam at the boiler is concerned, it
has been abundantly proven and generally conceded that a recording
gauge always insures the means for constant and careful attention on
the part of the fireman and gives the superintendent in charge a
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a detailed written record of the operations of boiler room through
every hour of the day, the result beiii'^ the maintaining of much st ad-
ler steam v/ith of course the consequent benefits in the economical use
of fuel, econony in the wear of boilers, in use of grates and in
fact all that pertains to th::^ use of steam. tsut the benefits of
steam pressure records do not stop at the ppint of retaining a proper
relation between quanity of coal burned and amoimt of steam made, con-
ceding that this has been accomplished by intelligent firing assisted
by a knowledge of v/hat ±9 being accorapoished. I|
This very regularity of pressure which has been so potent in
economizing the production is of equal or greater value in controlling
the consur.ption of steam by the engine especially in these days of
high pressure and multiple expansion.
The compound automatic cut off engine entered the field emphas-
izing still more the desirability of a practically uniform steam
pressure-. The triple and quadruple expansion engine now becoming
quite common still further drav/ the attention to the item of steady
steam pressure for best results. In the case of electric light work
where heavy and moder te loads at different stated intervals have
Clearly defined limits, the very essence of economy can be obtained
by bringing the initial steam pressure to a point determined by '
actual working conditions as the best for any particular period. There
the pressure record would be invaluable and the cost of a recording
gauge might be saved in a week or two.
EPSON R3G0RDING GAUirE .
One of the best known and most knov/n andmost satisfactory gauges
of all those in the market is the Edson Gauge manufactured by the
Ashcroft Manufacturing Co.
, The different styles are adapted for
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steam, Mir, gas, water, arnmonia and any fluid pressure.
This gauge shov/n in figure 1 page 1@ consists of a metal base
or pedestal enclosing beneath it a tempered corrugated steel diaphram
i
jwhich forms the spring of the instrument and the resilience of this
form of spring under long usage and heavy pressure is, to say the
least, remarkable. This arrangement is such that v/hen the fluid under
'pressure enters the space under the diaphram, the spring is deflected
upward under the degree of force exerted against its under surface,
xhe mechanism composing the recording portion of the instrument, is
mounted upon the top of the pedestal and the movement of the cor-
rugated disk is transmitted through the levers on the rock shaft by
means of a connecting rod to the vertically moving pencil arm in
front, the pencil being thus moved through a dist;mce approximately
six times the original travel of the spring at the point of contact
with the pencil movement clock v/ork specially designed for the
purpose revolves the receiving reel and draws the paper forming the
I
chart by means of this motion beneath the recording pencil,
xhe motion of the clock work of course corresponds to the hours
I
of the day and night. The records of tine and pressure being rep-
|:resented by rectangular ordinates , th° record may be read at a glance
and the tendency to a change of pressure may be fully and quickly
|i comprehended.
I| A small adjustable arm on the stsaight line motion acts as a
circuit closer for an electro maipietic circuit and operates a mec-
jhanical alarm usually provided vith the instrument. A dort of glass
resting of the pedestal protects the v/hole from injury or dust and
moisture.
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MOSCRQP CONTINUOUS SPEED RECORDER .
The Recordor consists of a iron case v/ith gla s sides, contain -
an eight day pendulum clock which moves a continuous paper band upon
which is made that autographic record by an inked marker actuated
ii
by the motion of the governor balls which rise and fall undee varying
speeds. Figure 419 gives a side view v/ith parts of the frame re-
moved, showing the clock movement and interior of the Recorder. The
belt A. from, the shaft whose revolutions it is desired to record, is
j
brought under the idler pulleys in the rear of the base of the in-
jStrument to a horizontal pulley that should be speeded at 84 tp 96
revolutions per minute.
The pull®"y is secured to an upri];ht shaft B. rising through the
center of the instrument: to the shaft is attached a pair of gov- 'I
ernor balls which rise by centrifugal force v/hen the shaft is revolved.
The upward motion of these balls is transmitted through a sleeve
covering the central shaft to a bell cfank in the rear of the clock
movement; attached to this bell crank is an arm carrying a marker
when the engine has attained the standard speed, the marker comes up
to a central longitudinal line D on the record. Prom D. to E. on the
paper is shown a record of uneven speed, while from E. to P. is a I
record such as would be made by uniform speed. Each variation of
the marker passing from, one parallel line to the next indicates an
increase or decrease of speed of about 3%,
Another series of Instruments comparatively new but becoming
very well know are manufactured by the iiristol Recording Company.
They manufacture gauges for pressure, temperature and electric cur-
rent in several different styles.
'i'heir pressure gauge consists of a pressure tube v/ith an inking
JKli-ntsr attached there to. These pressure tubes are of different I
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Mascrop Continuous Speed Recorder .

shapes, shown in fi^^ure 1.2.3.4.5. ^.c 6, page . The first which
they put on the market was in 1888 rmd consisted of a sinuous tube A.
which pressure entering tends to straighten ?.nd elongate it. This
tendency to straighten is r sisted by a flexible spring B. which is
joined to the bends of the tube thereby converting the tendency to
elongate into a multiplied lateral motion. The inking pointer is
attached to the end of the pressure tube and records the fluctuations
of pressure upon a uniformly revolving chart. This chart makes one
revolution every 24 hours and is marked off v/ith radial area and
concentric circles. The division on the radial arcs correspond to
i
difference in pressure, while those on the concentric circles cor-
i respond to the hours of the day. This style shown by Pig. 1 & 2,
page 21 9 is adapted for all ranges of pressure.
The next style of the jjristol Recording pressure which appeared
was in 1890, and instead of having the sinuous tube, it consisted of
I
a series of diaphrams A. v/hich v/hen pressure v/as applied had a ten-
dency to elongate the whole. This tendency is resisted by a flex-
I ible strip B. and the result is a multiplied side motion, sufficient
to record directly by means of an inking pointer. This style shov/n
by Figure 3 & 4. page 23
, is used for extremely low pressure.
The style v/hich is shov/n in fig. 5 & 6 , page 22 ^ appeared in
1394 was for extremely high ranges of pressure. The tube is made
of a tube of flattened cross section v/hich is bent into a helical
form of four complete convolutions.
The pen arm is attached to th free end of thetube. The ten-
I
dency of pressure applied is to straighten or uncoil the tube which
Causes the pen arm to move over the range of the chart without the
necessity of any intervening multiolying levers. The amount each

21.
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boil is bent by the application of pressure is quit'' small and con- I
sequsntly the tube is not straightened beyond th-^ elastic limit.
REC ORDING TH]-:RM0METF.R .
The novel and especially feature of this recording therinometer
herein described, is that the recording portion may be located at a
distance of 20 or 30 ft from the point at which the temperature is
! to be measured. This makes it possible to obtain a continuous
i record of outside temperature while the recorder is located at a
convenient place inside where it may be readily observed and its
mechanism is not exposed to the detrimental influences of inclement
!
weather. For cold storage work where the rooms are to be maintained^
;i at a constant temperature for the preservation of fruits and meats
an instrument of this kind is of great value as the temperature may
'ibe observed without opening the door. The instrument is shovm in
Fig. 1 & 2. page 26 , and 20 & 21 page 25 .
|
The recording part is the application of one of i^ristol's re-
! cording pressure gauges. The pen arm is directly attached to the
free end of a tube of flattened cross section bent into a helical
I
form.
The bulb portion is placed at the point v/here the temperature
is to be measured. It consists of a series of helical tubes con-
structed on the same principal as that in the recorder . The heli-
' cal tubes are suspended in a vertical position with their lower ends
free, the upper ends opening into capillary tubes connecting them
|
with the recorder. The system of helical tubes forming the bulb
portion, the pressure tube of the recorder and the capillary con-
necting tubes are completely filled with alcohol under pressure and
sealed permanently. As the temperature rises and falls where
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/
1where the bulb is located thor© is a corresponding contraction and
expansion of the alcohol which is communicated to the recorder and
re>j;istered on a chart graduated to read degrees Farenheit. Excessive
pressure to increased volume of non-compressible fluids are pro-
vided against by the expansible form of the system of helical tubes
of which the bulb is constructed. The total volume of the bulb
portion is very large as compared with that in the pressure recorder,
thus avoiding the necessity for compensating for ordinary change of
temperature in the room where the recorder is located.
RECORDING AIR PYROMETER .
This instrument was desi 3;ned by Mr. W. H. ani E. H, Bristol to
meet a demand for a pyrometer to measure high ranges of temperature,
and to give continuous record of such changes on a chart and also
produce an instrument which would be self -compensating for baromet-
eric and therometric changes of the atmosphere v/ithout introducing
delicate mechanism which would tend to inaccuracy and to preclude
its use for conn rcial purposes.
The diagram fig 1 , page 28 » shows the arrangement of the parts
of the pyrometer which consists simply of a porcelain bulb connected
by a capillary tub to lafc a recording pressure gauge. The stem of
the porcelain bulb is made of sufficient length to pass through th©
furnace wall. The capillary connecting tuhe is made of seamless
copper. The recording pressure gauge is constructed on the same
principal as those previously described. Two pressure tubes or
sp'^ings are employed in the recorder, one of these the indicating
tube or spring, being connected to the aijS bulb by the capillary
tube, and adapted to be turned axially by the variation due to the

RECOKUIiNG I'YUOMETEK.—FIC. 1.
Fig. 2—Interior View.
Fig. 3.—Indicating and Compensating Springs.
Recording Air Pyroneter.
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3hange of t' nperdture to "be measured: the other a compencating
iBpring is irechanically attached to tho free end of the indicating
il
iube or spring. The compensating spring is adapted to he turned axH
p.allj'" hy variation of atnospheric change of temperature and pressure
^n a direction opposite to the motion of the indicating spring under
the sam.e influence.
Fig. 2 page 28, shows an interior viev/ of the recording
portion of the instrument. The compensating and pressure tuhes are
sntered A. L, D respectively. rhece tuhes arc made of equal length,
hence, external or internal pressure will produce the same angular
li
j^.ovem.ent in each.
Tha 6ir bulb, capillary connecting tube, and indicating spring
are all almost exhausted of air so that v/hen the air bulb is cold it
is subjected to nearly atmospheric pressure on the exterior, but
when the bulb is exposed to hl^^h temtperatures , the remaining inclosed
air expands so as to nearly balance the external pressure and the
bulb is relieved of strains which v/ould, in its weakened condition
[tend to injure it.
Figure 3 page 28, shows the indicating and com.pensating
springs of the recorder on the enlarged scale. C is the bracket to
which one end of the indicating spring B. is attached. D represents
|ia section of the capillary connecting t^^be v/here it enters the
stationary end of the indicating spring. The compensating spring
is helically formed in the same direction as the indicating spring
but of a larger diameter so that it may be placed out side of and
concentric with the indicating spring as shov/n and is mechanically
attached at E., ther being no openings or connections betv/een the
tv/o tubes. At the free end of the compensating spring a bracket F
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is soldered m.-king a rigid connection to the shaft through the centei}'
of the spring at the front end of the shaft the recording arin(G) is
rigidly secured.
To illustrate the oper.-ition of the compensating spring, assuirie
that the air has been partially exhausted from it and thkt the baro-
meter rises, under such a condition the i^-dicating springs would turn
to the left (Fig 3; if the compensating springs wore not present:
that is in the direction cf the arrov/ (1); but the compensating spring
|A being present and tending to turn to the right as indicated by
Lrrow (2) through the same angle the effect of change in atmospheric
pressure is neutralized, and the position of the recording arm is
unaffected by a rise of atmospheric pressiire. For the same reason
there would be no change of the recording arm if there v/as a fall in
atmospheric pressure. If the air is not entirely exhausted from
the compensating spring it will also corpensate for thermometric
change in the sam.e manner, the indicating spring tending to turn in
the direction of the arrow (l) v/hen the temperature falls, and in tha
direction of arrov/ (2) when it rises v/hile the compensating tube will
be turned in the opposite direction equal amounts under the same in-
fluence. By leaving the proper am.oimt of air in the compensating
jjspring the compensation m.ay be made perfect for any change of at-
mospheric temiperature provided the bulb is at a given temperature.
The error for small variation from, the average temperature to be
measured will be so small that it mny be neglected as the tubes are
turned in opposite directions due to barometric and thermometric
changes it is evident that there will be no movement of the recording
arm unless due to change of pressure comm.unicated to the indicating
spring through the capillary tube from the air bulb
,
exposed to
j the temperature to be measured.
IL
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The helically formed pressure springs are p..rt icularily adapted
for use in this inntrument on account of the small Internal space,
j
which together v/ith that of the capillary connr;cting tube, forms a i
small volume in comparienn v/ith that of the air bulb.
Thus far special attention has been given to v/orking out mech-
anical features of the instrument and to determine experimentally on
the most pr.?.ct ically form of the porcelain air bulb; and how these
bulbs may be applied to continually record high pressure. As the
volume of air space outside of that exposed to the temperature to De
measured is very sm.all, but there are no corrections or computations n
necessary for barometric or therometric change, it •vill be a simple
matter to calibrate the instrument according to the theory of the
air thermometer v/hich is a recognized standard for measuring temper-
atures. The instrument has been calbrated by comparison with a
standard from 32 degrees up to 600 degrees Parenheit and by the melt-
ing point of alum.inum, and copper for the scale up to 2000 degrees
Farenheit.
i-.ristol*s Recording instrum.ents for the measurement/ of electric
current consists of a volt meter and ampere meter and Y/att m.eter and
are for all ranges.
X'LT METER shovm if Pig. 7 & 8 page 32 , this instru-
ment will record either direct or alternating current and is shov/n
complete in the figure ready for connection.
The coil A. is mounted on the spring knife edge D. and E. and
free to move tov/ards the parallel and stationary coil B. when they are
naturally attracted to each other by a current passing in series •
The current is conducted through the supporting spring D. E. and thtfB
together v/ith the special feature of the m.oving coil being mounted
I
on frictionless spring knife edges renders this instrument senstive
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to small changcK of voltage. The ntirking arm F is attached directly
to tho spring E and partakes of its motion recording the change of
jvoltage on a uniformily revolving chart. It v/ill be observed that
tfie instrunent is construx^ted in the electric balance principle v/ith-
out permanent magnets.
The divisions of the chart are on an increased scale in the
vicinity of the voltage to be maintained thereby m.aking it possible
to note the variation of one volt. The coil C is an auxiliary re-
sistance with the alternating current volt meter, the auxiliary re-
ilslstance is furnished in a separate rheostat v/hich may be adjusted
to suit the rate of alternations of the current to be measured. r
/vIv:PERE METER .
xhe general di^sign of this instrument is clearly shov/n in figure
(10) page34-,an interior viev/, from which it will seem: to consist of
||a stationary solenoid, and ait armature carried by a non-m-agnetic
shaft through the center of the solenoid, the shaft being supported
on its opposite ends on a steel knife edge spring supporters the same
I
as in the recording volt-meter.
xhe recording -Pen arm E is secured directly to the steel spring •
isupport and partakes of its angular motion as the armature is attracted
tov/ard the coil or solenoid by a current passing through the solenoid,
although the actual distance that the armature m.oves is small it v;ill
rbe observed that it transmits an angular motion to the pen arm re-
sulting in a Vv'ide range on the chart without the use of multiplying
levers betv/een the spring and the pen.
A novel feature of this instrument is the form, of armature v/hich
!
is used to procure a chart v/ith. the divisions nearly uniform through
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out its range. it consir,ts of tv/o parts : a flat and a very thin
disk and a sleeve or core of iron on the non-magnetic shaft. The
disk is stiffea'j;d by a plate of non-magnetic steel.
If the armature consisted simply of a flat disk portion, the
||
magnetic attractive force would increase very rapidly as it approached
the solenoid giving a chart v/ith divisions contracted at the lower
portion but very open at the upper portion ,v/hile if the armature
consisted only of the care portion the attractive force upon it v/ould
decrease as it approached the central or natural position of the sole-
noid, and the divisions of thn lov'er portion v/ould be quite open be-
coming contracted at the upper portion of the chart. After a con-
siderable experimenting, a combination disk and core armature v/hich
produces a very nearly uniformily divided scale.
The armature and moving parts are reduced to a minimum in size
and v/eight to avoid magnetic lag and inertia when current is throv/n
^
on and off. To provide for cases where there are Extremely large
and rapid fluctuations in the current to be recorded, as for example,
an electrical railroad work, a dam.pening device v/ill be provided which
consists of a vane of aluniinum securf^d to the left knife edge
spring and immersed in a vessel of glycerine.
For low ranges the solenoid is designed to carry the entire
current, but for high ranges, shunts will be provided,
V/ATT METER .
The general design of the Watt I-eter is the same as the volt
meter, the principal modification being that a coil v/ound with a
heavy conductor is substituted for one of the stationary coils of
fine v.- ire.
for
Figure (ll) page 36 , shov/s the instrument com.plete ready
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©onnection whiTe f i ;aire shov/s the infei^ior. In figure- (''2) the
coil A v/ound with fine v/ire ir. mountocl on the spring knife edge supp-
orts and is free to move tov/ards the stationary Coll B. v/hich is
wound with a heavy conductor capable of carrying the entire current to
be measured. The terminate of the coil A. are connected to the
postive and negative conductors and the magnetic effect of the current
through this coil of high resistance v;ill be dependent upon the volt-
age, v/hile the magnetic effect of the main circuit through the coil
B. of lov/er resistfr.nce will depend upon the nunber of amperes passing.
The miutual attraction of the coils will be the product of these
|magnetic forces and proportional to the number of Watts.
The marking arm is attached directly to one of the knife edjEjes
spring supports of the miovable coil and partakes of its motion re-
iiCording the variation of electrical energy on a uniforr.ly revolving
chart. T/hile the actual m.otion of the coil itself is quite small it
will be seen that the angular motion of the pen affords a sufficiently
open scale on the chart v/ithout resort to multiplying devices whihh
would introduce fr&cticn.
A^ the only bearings in the instrument are the knife edge sup-
ports of the movable coil, it is extremely sensitive to the sm.allest
change of current. The magnetic balance principle used in the con-
struction makes it possible to avoid the use of magnets."
For small currents the i^^strviments is designed to carry it , but
lifor large currents shints are used.

THE TCLEMETl'i^ CYCTKM.
A he Stahd rd Thermometer Company of Peahody Mass. are manufactur'
ing a series of recording instruments under Patents of the Telemeter
Co.
The purpose of this system is to electrically transmit to dif-
ferent points the m.ovements in either direction of a rotating hand
and record the same .Indications of thermometers, "barometers,
pressure gauges and electrical m.easuring instruments.
This is done by the operation of t7io instruments connected by
wire: one the primary instrument called tailed the"?,ransmitter" ; the
other, an indicating called a "receiver".
The tv/o instrum.ents can be located any distance apart. The re-
ceiver constantly indicates and records each change in the primary
instrument, and m.ay also have an alarm bell v/hich rings v/henever the
index hand m.oves above or below a maxinumi or a minimum limit. These
instruments are v/orked by an open circuit battery placed near the
receiver, except for long distances, v/hen they are placed at each,
instrument.
TELCTHEPI.OIviEThiR.
T.he telethermometer is an instrument for electrically recording
temperature at adistance and consist of two instruments, the ••Trans-
mitter" Fig. (l) page 39. and the Receiver figure (2). The Trans-
mitter consists of a finely adjusted thermometer with a dial, upon
which a pointer accurately indicates the temperature of the place
where the transmitter is placed. The whole is placed in a substant-
ial case v/hich also contains an electrical device for trstnsmitting
an indicatiDn of the tem.perature to the receiver.
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F,g. 3
Recording TeletherTiioraeter

IThe principal upon whicli the working of the indicating dr^vices
where pressijre is obtained by expansion of a liquid. These instru-
ments are made to r^^cord either in Farenheit Centigrade or Reaumur.
telel;ancf.eter .
The telemanometer is an instrument for electrically indicating
and recording pressure at a distance. The transmitter has an in-
dicating dial the sam.e as an ordinary steam gauge. It carries a
steami gauge rpring that carries a hand to make an electrical contact.
The spring is free to act andis a contact closer, giving an electrical
contact to the mechanism^ that transm.it s and carries the hand. the
receiver is placed at any desirable place and has an indicating deal
hand corresponding to that of the transmitter. The recording is done
in Ink by means of a pen carried by an electrical mechanism.
•
RBCCRDING VOLT LIETER.
The primary instrument in this instance is a volt meter and the
impulses are given to the recording mechanisms by a contact spring
so placed that it does not retard the action of the volt-meter. The
recording is done in two ways. One method is a dial or circular paper
chart clamped to a m^etalic disc. This disc is revolved by one of the
arbors of a clock. The charts are divided into circles and radial
arcs and have figures to designate the tim.e and range of the movem.ents
of the recording pen. In the recently adopted method the record is
rectangulat , and the divisions are all equal which cannot be in the
«
case of the circular record sheetL
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Recording TelerYianometer.
/
AN AUTOMATIC RECORDIMG I/ACHINE.
If the conditions under which a tost is run are fairly uniform
or if th'r^ changes rxe gradual, the method usually employed, that of
taking a series of simultaneous readings of various instruments, may
oe sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes, "but v/h^'e the
changes are frequent and considerable in amount the readings may or
may not represent the average conditions.
Thus we see a"^ element of uncertainty is found in the result of
every engine test so conducted.
A machine designed and built by Mr, E. G. Oliver of the Mechanica
Enginesrlng Department of the University of Illinois for the purpose
of overconing these uncertainties by recording on a continuous strip
of paper, all the changes of conditions throughout the test, pro-
ducing sort of a graphical 16g to be used as a basis of calculations
;!'or the final results.
II
The machine shov/n in the mounted cuts consists essentially of
tv/o parts: the paper feeding mechanism, the supply of paper is
carried on a roll supported by shaft A. Fig. 1. The paper is led
upv/ards over a hori^^ontal support to a pair of rolls G and F. over
which it passes in a S- shape to give the necessary friction for
feeding. From th.ese rolls it passes to a receiving spool on shaft
1.
The paper is fed forward by the motion of the Tiachine un^ier tett
connection usually being made by a light steel rod.
The driving shaft B. extends to the opposite side of the machine
v/her its mbtion is reduced by a worm and gear in the ratio 100 to 1.
A plnon E. on the shaft v/ith this v/orm gear, but on the front of the
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machine engages a gear on the fcod roll F. The paper there for
|
travels forward with a speed proportionaled to the speed of the driv-
ing shaft. This speed may be varied by different ratios between E
and F.
The two feed rolls arc also driven together by gears G. and F.
and the receiving roll I. is driven fror. gear G. through an idler H.
a friction device betwwen the gear on I and its shaft accomodating
the speed ofl rotation to the increasing diameter of the roll. The
tension of the paper in front of the feed rolls is adjusted by means
of the thumb nuts on the shaft I and the tension behind the feed rolls
is adjusted by means of a band brake on the shaft A. A clutch in-
terposed between two sections on the shaft B. allo7/s the feeding
mechanism to be stopped and started at will.
The record is rade as the strip of paper passes under a number
of glass pens on top of the machine, Fig. 1 Page 48 . There
are twelve of the pens available for taking eight readings. The four
pens seen on the rear bar are for tracing the base lines for the
movable pens in front. The four pens to the right are connected
through a system of levers to the armatures of electro-magnets so
that the closing of the circuit by any means will cause all of these
pens to shift, thus indicating some r'ovement, a record of which is de-
sired. The pens to the left are held in runners which slide on a
circular bar. They are actuated by light cords attached to the un-
desirable and led over pulleys on either side of the machine to tlae
moving mechanism the extent of whose movement it is desired to re-
cord.
The method of connecting the machine. for taking a record is bfest
understood by considering the records.
Fig, l,p.»5Ils the record of a ten K.?. Otto gasoline engine in

ithe Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.
The upper line is made by connecing the terminals of one of the
electromagnets to a clock which makes contact at stated intervals.
jThe seco-'id line is made by attaching a brass contact at dated inter-
vals. Tho second line is made by attaching a brass contact piece to
the engine in such a manner that the lever which injects the gasoline
charge will strike it at each injection and the pen connected to it
will indicate an explosion. The third line represents revolutions,
contact being made by some moving part of the engine which is in
this case the side shaft, thus one mark represents two tevolutions
or one cycle of the engine.
To m.ake the fourth line a push button is so arranged that when
the indicator card is taken contact is made and the recording pen
marks the time on the record.
The speed curve is obtained by connecting a cord to an arm act-
uated by a centrifugal governor. This cord extend upv/ard over a
light pulley and downward: a light spring connected to this end of
the cord effects a return motion when the governor draws it In the
opposite direction. Near the center of this cord is attached the
runner carrying the speed pen: any m.ovem.ent of the governor below
due to a change in speed will thus give a corresponding mover.ent to
the pen above.
The method of obtaining the horse pov/er m.ay be seen by reference
to Pig. 1 page 4-T. The brake is shown resting directly on the
piston of a hydraulic cylinder, the area of which is one half square-
inch . A small pipe conjiects this cylinder with the cylinder of a
steam, engine indicator near the side of the recording m.achine , the
system being filled v/ith oil by a small pump. Any pressure caused
by the Prony-brake will be transmitted to the under side of the
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piston of the indicator raising it against the resistance of a spring.;
The upward movement of the arm represents the pressure at the end of
the hraKe and thus the horr.e power developed. The movenent of the
arm is recording by a pen attached to a cord in the sa'^e way as
j!
described above.
jj
Pig. 1. Page 50 shov/s the result of a test of a Corliss Engine ji
at the Champaign Electric Light and Pov/cr Plant. The first line I
represents 15 seconds, the second 5 minutes, the third line re-
|
presents revolutions v/as obtained by arranging a brass contact pieces
on the reducing potion giving electric contact every time the fly
wheel rrakes a revolution. The steam pressure line was obtained by
|
connecting a pipe just belov/ the throttle and to the indicator
piston on the recording machine.
The line representing horse-power v/as obtained by the action of
the governor. A chord is co mected to the governor and carried by
means of pulleys over to the machine where the pen made a record of
the movements of the
.
governor. The curve is calibrated by taking a
number of indicator cards throughout the test. When a card is taken
a record is m.ade on the fourth line and by drawing a vertical line
through this point we obtain the position of the governor for the
given card . The horse-pov/er is then knov/n fcr this position: thus
the horse-pov/er at any point can be obtained.
The machine has also been successfully used upon the University
j
dynamometer car. The following readings were taken on the test:-
time, mile posts, station , draw bar pull, speed of train and
|
location of curves.
The first reading is taken by means of an electric clock, the l!
second and third by observers, the fourth by connecting with a coyer
speed recorder, and the fifth by connecting the recording indicator ^1
I
il

with the hydraulic indicator on the prcvjsure side nrjainst which the
looomotlve pulls, and the sixth by a specially constructed mercury
level placed across the car.
The principal advantage of this kind of a record is that they
are all traced to the same scale and are all on one »o«-i» sheet so
that they may be compared easily as in the case of the speed and draw
"bar pull. This machine has many other usefull applications.
The pen used in the instrument at the end of lever arms which
are moved by the magnets. They are made of brass tubing bent and
fit into a glass receptacle which holds the ink. The irJ^ is carried
over the edge of the glass and down to the sharpened end of the brass
tube by a fine thread. Analine ink is used in the pens.
An improvem.ent in the instrujnent v/ould be a rolling blotter as
the paper strikes the first roll before the ink has time to dry.
The width of the paper used for taking records is ten inches.
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Oliver' s Automatic Recording Instrument.
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Record from ^rliss Engine.
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